
Message from Mrs Toplis, Head of School   

 

A huge well done for getting to the end of week 3 of remote learning. You are 

half way through this half term already and you are all doing brilliantly. 

 

The situation we find ourselves in at the moment is tough for everyone and this 

lockdown seems so much harder than all the others. I know for many of you this 

will be down to the fact that the government made the necessary decision to close schools to 

most pupils to stop the transmission of the virus. We know what a tough job teaching is (that’s 

why we always look so tired by half term!) and now you are being asked to do this for your    

children whilst at the same time juggling work, the household and often multiple children too. 

The teachers are all working tirelessly both in school and at home to try and support you and 

the children to be able to access their learning so that they do not fall behind. We had worked 

so hard across the Autumn term to catch up lost learning from last time and this situation is so 

frustrating to us as a school. 

 

However, you can only do your best and know that your best is good enough. The Department 

for Education have set legal directives upon us as to what is expected of us as a school and we 

then need to pass these on to you. Primary aged children are expected to be provided with at 

least 3 hours of home school work a day. This is less than they would do in school and so we are 

trying to provide that and also some extra bits to dip in to if you wish.  

 

If the children were at school they would do their phonics between 9am and 9.45am, then  

English until 10.30am. Playtime for 20 minutes and then an hour of Maths before lunch. After 

lunch they would do their maths meeting and then some topic work and finish with either a    

story or an assembly. Some of you will be able to replicate this at home but for some this will be 

too much and you need to find what works best for you, your family and your children. The last 

thing we want is for anyone's well-being to be affected and if you feel you are struggling then 

stop, take a break and do something else. Learn to make a sandwich, follow instructions to 

build some Lego, read a book, play a game or go out for your daily walk. If you have to 

choose, and at some point you will, prioritise the Phonics, Reading and Maths. If you feel        

yourself getting stressed, lower your expectations where you can and ask for help. We are all in 

this together to stay well. 

 

The teachers are trying to provided you with lots of videos of both themselves and others so 

that we take the pressure off you as parents to be the teacher. We know that our young               

children unlike older children need support to access their learning at home. When teachers 

have provided videos, take the time to make a cup of tea of coffee, sit back and let the 

teachers do the talking! 

 

What is really great for the teachers is to see the work children are doing at home so if possible, 

rather than just clicking handed in we would love to see photos of the children’s work. It means 

we can check whether they are on the right track and support where they are not or adapt 

our teaching as necessary. 
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We know lots of you are doing this already but thought that may be we hadn’t told everyone. 

Take a snap on your phone and then upload it. There really is  nothing better than seeing their 

work it makes us all smile. 

 

Please also, do not stress about trying to catch up. If you have missed an activity because      

normal life got in the way, don’t worry. If you want to do it on another day then fine but you will 

quickly feel overwhelmed if you put that pressure on yourselves. 

 

Every week we are trying to add something new to our remote offer and so keep an eye out for 

extra bits each week but remember there is no pressure, they are there to help and support. Mrs 

Farmer is trialling spoken rather than written comments so watch out for this if it works! 

 

Next week we are introducing ‘Whatever Wednesday afternoon’. On a Wednesday afternoon 

the teachers will not set any specific task but set an assignment called ‘Whatever Wednesday 

afternoon’. It is as the name suggests a chance to do whatever. It could be baking, going for a 

walk, making Lego, drawing a picture, washing the dog!, washing the car!, doing some          

gardening. You choose. What we would love to see is photos of what you have done and these 

can then either be uploaded on to Tapestry or onto the ‘Whatever Wednesday’ assignment. It’s 

a chance midweek to just go Ahhh and breathe. 

 

If anyone is still struggling with technology, please let me know and I will do my best to help and 

support in anyway I can. 

 

Please know, that we are all in this together and that whilst we want to ensure that the children 

continue with their learning there is no pressure coming from our direction, we just want to help 

and support you. Any phone calls made will be supportive ones and not judging ones.           

Everyone’s circumstances are different and you are all doing your best and your best is good 

enough. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 


